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Welcome to the Lamb. I can certainly 

report positively on our theme for the 

week: 'The power of good manners'. 

Year 7s led a thoughtful assembly 

highlighting some clear targets for us all. 

I received excellent feedback from the 

Year 4 teachers on their visit to the 

Chiltern Open Museum and from Mr 

Lawrence from the Chess Team's 

tournament at Lochinver. Years 7 and 8 

were proud ambassadors leading the 

Open Morning on Wednesday and I was 

able to hand out the merit and courtesy 

badges in the Pre-Prep classrooms 

earlier this afternoon with every boy 

smiling and saying thank you after their 

excellent week. I even had a moment to 

get my weekly fruit and veg from the 

Lamb's Shop!  

I would like to highlight page 3 which 

focusses on inspiring pupil voice with 

our weekly 'Votes for Schools' question 

and gives tips on how parents can 

support this initiative. 

In sport there have been some excellent 

fixtures over the past seven days 

including the 1st team's visit to 

Gresham's which was enjoyed by all. 

Please buy your Fireworks tickets as 

soon as possible so the St John’s 

Association can be prepared for the 

evening. Finally, have a super weekend. 

From the 
Headmaster 

The power of  good manners 

This week we have been looking at the importance of good manners. Five 

Year 7 boys volunteered to help present an assembly and they did a fantastic job. We 

discussed what good manners are, why they are important, we looked at a few  

examples of the benefits of good manners within the school and how to show our 

appreciation to others. We also discussed the importance of listening to others in 

lessons and respecting other people’s views. Mr Russo even set the boys few targets 

for the week ahead: 

Every visitor to St John’s comments on the good manners of the boys, the way they 

greet staff and hold doors open for people behind them. It certainly does create a 

very special atmosphere.  

Give someone a compliment 

Open the door for someone 

Wave to a friend 

Greet your teachers 

Encourage someone who is discouraged 

Say something positive 
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U9 chess v Lochinver Wednesday 10th October 

A wonderful tournament hosted by Lochinver School, with over twelve schools taking part, many taking two teams. Our 

teams consisted of Mihir, Jimi, Kian, Kabir in Team A and Kush, Danyal, Kian J & Adam in Team B. They experienced their first 

away chess tournament and settled into their new surroundings quickly. All the boys played 3 games each, scoring a point for a 

win and half for a draw and zero for a loss. At the tournament end, Team A scored in total 6 ½ points with Kabir spectacularly 

winning all of his games and finishing 7th overall. Team B scored 2 points and were equal 12th. An excellent result which no 

doubt will be improved on as our teams have now got the taste for competition.  
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Fruit tasting in the Lambs 

The Lambs listened to the story of ‘Handa’s Surprise’. They acted out the story and then tasted all the juicy fruits, they were 

delicious!!! 
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Reception in the great outdoors 

The Robins and Squirrels have been enjoying their outdoor play area. It has been especially fun to be outside while the 

weather has been fine. The boys have been doing adding up using hoops, stones and shells and balancing across the stepping 

stones with bean bags on their heads. They have had a spaceship this week and dressed up as astronauts. They loved it when Mrs 

Scott pretended to be an alien and invaded their planet! 
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Going back in time at the Chiltern Museum 

Last Friday, on a lovely warm autumn day, Year 4 boys went to the Chiltern Open Air Museum to take part in two  

interesting workshops. One activity took place in a replica Iron Age house, which was suitably dark and smoky. The boys made 

clay pots and whipped cream into butter. They also ground wheat into flour using a quern and baked it into bread. 

The other activity was to do with Archaeology and the boys experienced some of the aspects of an archaeologist at work. They 

dug for hidden artefacts, identified others and made sensible guesses based on different collections of left behind objects. Very 

good attempts were made to reconstruct clay artefacts using masking takes to keep the pieces together. A volunteer from each 

class was dressed as a Roman girl called Julia. The activity the boys seemed to find most interesting was finding out about the diet 

of people based upon seeds found in some very realistic looking ‘poo’! The boys had a wonderful day and learnt a lot, one of the 

things they took from the experience was that life for Iron Age Celts was not easy, taking into account the smoky, dusty  

conditions, the hard bread and how hard it was to make butter! 
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Going back in time at the Chiltern Museum 
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U10 A & B v Merchant Taylors’ Prep 5th Oct 
U10 A v Merchant Taylors’ Prep 

Try Scorers: Amos 1, Oliver 2, 

Blake 2 

Outstanding Performances:  

The whole team 

The boys found good form in the  

second half after coming 2nd best in the 

first half due to a lack of concentration 

and defensive organisation. Their  

teamwork improved both in attack and 

defence allowing us to dominate the 

opposition in the second half with  

better passing to put our runners into 

space. Encouraging performance and 

there is real potential to win if we switch 

on from the first minute, well played 

boys.  

 

U10 B v Merchant Taylors’ Prep 

Try Scorers: Zac 3, Lucas 1 

Outstanding Performances:  

Zac for his hat-trick and Benyamin 

for his outstanding defensive display.  

The U10B team got their season back 

on track in this extremely competitive 

and hard-fought display. Two very good 

teams went at each other with  

aggression and commitment from the 

first whistle and attacked and defended 

with equal ferocity. Wonderful recycling 

and quick counterattacking eventually 

proved too much for Merchant Taylors’ 

Prep and Zac crashed over three times 

to finish off some great approach 

work.  The platform for this was an  

organised and watertight defensive line 

lead superbly by Benyamin. Very well 

done to the whole team.  
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Colts A & B v Merchant Taylors’ Prep 5th Oct 
Colts A v Merchant Taylors’ Prep 

Try Scorers: Charlie 3, Sam 2,  

Jaidev 1 

Outstanding performances: The whole 

team 

An excellent performance all round. In 

the first half we controlled the game - we 

rucked well and kept the ball. However, 

we did let MTP in for a few tries. We 

struggled to stop their one fast and  

evasive player who scored all their tries. 

Our forwards ran strongly, supported 

each other and scored all our tries. A 

great team performance.  

Colts B v Merchant Taylors’ Prep 

Try Scorers: David 3, Harman 3,  

Rayaan 1, Raffi 1, Rodrigo 1 

Outstanding performances:  

Rodrigo, Harman and David 

A huge improvement after our match 

against Belmont the week before and it 

was important for the boys to respond 

positively. They did this really well. It was 

a physical match from the start. The boys 

did the basics well, getting the ball down 

and rucking over quickly. This allowed 

Rodrigo to get quick ball to the forwards 

and the backs. General running was 

straight and hard which allowed a number 

of boys to break through gaps and  

tackles. Going forwards it will be good 

for us to be aware of options on our left 

and right. Positive improvements in  

defence as well with the line moving up 

collectively.  

Well done.  
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First team v Gresham’s Saturday 6th October 

Last Friday the first team set off on their mini tour to play Gresham’s in Norfolk. The match was a tough encounter with the 

opposition controlling possession through their impressive forward pack. St John’s fought incredibly hard to compete but had to 

live off scraps for the majority of the game. Skye and Netanel were the stand out performers with Skye making numerous  

explosive tackles in sending Gresham’s back and Netanel fighting consistently at the break down. With the limited possession 

provided by the half back partnership of Mason and Oli, Alex looked the most dangerous with some barn storming runs. Yuri 

had a solid game dealing with lots of difficult ball in the wet conditions. The final score of 0-30 would have been more without 

the valiant efforts of the whole St John’s team. Captain Reece, unavailable due to injury, awarded the opposition man of the 

match in the Post Match tea and expressed the team thanks for the fixture. The squad enjoyed their visit to Norfolk which  

included a night in Norwich, ten pin bowling and a visit to Cromer. A big thank you to Reece’s Mum and Dad for their support 

which enabled the trip to go ahead. Please see Mr Murphy’s photographs. SR 
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First team v Gresham’s Saturday 6th October 
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Senior hockey v Merchant Taylors’ Prep 9th October 
U13 A v Merchant Taylors’ Prep Won 2-1 

Scorers: Alex 1, Rohan 1 

Outstanding performances: Matthew and the 

whole team 

This was a tough game against a very quick and 

skilful side. They caused us numerous problems 

in the first 10 minutes and eventually we settled 

into playing some good hockey. In defence, we 

were fantastic and stopped numerous goal  

scoring chances. Aryan and Taiga played very 

well and stopped the dangerous MTP front 

players from scoring. In the middle, Rohan  

covered huge areas and passed, tackled and 

scored a very good goal. On the flanks, Josh and 

Ashok were excellent and up front Alex took 

his goal extremely well. Oliver and Krish played 

their part as well but overall this was a  

tremendous win against a very strong Merchant 

Taylors’ Prep team.  

U12 A v Merchant Taylors’ Prep Won 2-1 

Scorers: Aaron 2 

Outstanding performances: Rohan and the 

whole squad 

This was an excellent game that went from end 

to end. The St John’s team were magnificent 

throughout, through their wonderful passing 

and running into space. We came under extreme 

pressure in the first half and MTP managed to 

score a well taken goal. However, with true grit 

and determination St John’s scored a magical 

goal by Aaron. It was a close encounter and a 

great game. St John’s placed more pressure on 

MTP and managed to score another great goal 

again by Aaron. The team did themselves and 

the school proud and won a brilliant match  

between two outstanding sides.  

Huge congratulations to all the boys.  
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Senior rugby v Merchant Taylors’ Prep 10th October 
U13 A v Merchant Taylors’ Prep Won 20-10 

Scorers: Alex 3, Yuri 1 

Outstanding performances: Mason 

This was a hard fought match against a spirited 

opposition who had pace combined with solid 

defence. The team did move the ball wide to try 

and find space but struggled early on to get the 

quick ball which would make this strategy more 

effective. Mason worked wonders getting the 

ball to Oliver who in turn fed his runners well. 

Skye, Rohan and Netanel ran hard into the  

opposition and eventually were rewarded with 

the first of 3 tries where Alex was able to finish 

off the moves with his powerful wide out  

running. Despite MTP scoring twice in the  

second half St John’s followed up with a  

brilliant 40m break by Oliver. St. John’s finished 

off the match well with Yuri’s try.  

U12 A v Merchant Taylors’ Prep Won 30-10 

Scorers: Bradley 2, Rohan 1, Oliver 1, Charlie 2 

Outstanding performances: Charlie, Louis 

and Bradley 

We started very well by scoring early and  

dominating the ruck area. Louis and Charlie 

made great inroads with their strong carries. 

This pulled in the opposition defenders and  

created space on the outside. We still needed to 

move the ball earlier and run onto the ball with 

more pace. Later on the opposition started to 

compete well at the ruck area and they had one 

very quick player who scored two good tries. In 

the second half, we kept the ball tight around 

the ruck area and punched holes into the  

opposition defence. When we moved the ball 

wide the space was there for us to exploit. This 

was a great team performance and a few things 

to work on. Well done!  
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U8 teams v Merchant Taylors’ Prep 11th October 
U8 New Zealand v Merchant Taylors’ Prep  

Scorers: Bailey 1, Aubrey 1, Marcus 1,  

Thomas 1 

Outstanding performances: Daanish and 

Bailey 

Our first match of the season and we started well. 

On occasions we tended to run across the pitch 

and just needed to run straighter. In defence, 

Daanish was excellent and Alexander and Bailey 

covered huge areas of the pitch making great  

tackles. We made some good breaks but we still 

need other players to get closer and support the 

ball carrier. A very good start and well done to all 

the players who played.  

U8 Wales v Merchant Taylors’ Prep  

Scorers: Otto 8, Owen 1, Mehul 1, Khyan 1 

Outstanding performances: Otto 

The boys played with much improved shape  

forming good lines in both attack and defence. 

They managed to gain defensive turnovers which 

they turned into effective attacks with typically 

one or two passes. Some of the tries were scored 

through the middle of the opposition but most 

particularly by Otto round the outside of the  

defence.   

U8 Australia v Merchant Taylors’ Prep  

Scorers: Neel 1, Rohan 1 

Outstanding performances: The whole 

team 

This was a great game of rugby against MTP. 

There was some excellent individual evasive  

running from the boys. The team defended  

brilliantly and made numerous great touches 

throughout the game. There were a number of 

fantastic passes and catches made in attack and 

this led to two outstanding tries by Neel and  

Rohan. Congratulations to the whole squad.  
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U8 teams v Merchant Taylors’ Prep 11th October 
U8  Scotland v Merchant Taylors’ Prep  

Scorers: Leo 1, Hrishi 1, Michael 1, Aaron 1 

Outstanding performances: Hrishi and Vineel 

A bit of an unsure and rusty start in the first half 

with some forward passes and occasionally running 

backwards before attempting to go forwards. The 

half time chat allowed for some key reminders on 

learning the game and with immediate affect the 

second half was so much better with some solid runs 

going forwards and defending with determination. 

Well done to the team and the try scorers. A special 

mention to Hrishi and Vineel for their energy both 

in attack and defence. Well done indeed.  

U8 England v Merchant Taylors’ Prep  

Scorers: Arjun 2, Harry 2 

Outstanding performances: The whole team 

Great performance from the whole team against a 

strong MTP side. We scored a few quick tries at the 

start of the game by running into the space and  

using our fast running to our advantage. In the  

second half the opposition’s defence grew stronger 

which forced us to pass deeper into the space. Our 

work on is definitely our defensive alignment as we 

were caught offside on many occasions, well played 

boys.  

U8 Ireland v Merchant Taylors’ Prep  

Scorers: Arti 1, Darsh 2, Rian 3 

Outstanding performances: Rian 

This was an amazing performance by the boys.  

Everything we had worked on in training this 

week  they perfected in this performance. Ali was 

making diving tackles anywhere he could which 

scared the opposition. Dries was finding the gaps in 

MTs defence who then helped the team to score 

some amazing tries. Superb performance by  

everyone who played, it was amazing to watch and a 

special mention to Rian for scoring 3 superb tries. 

Well done boys!  
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1. Year 3 has been using their colour theory knowledge to paint an 

Egyptian Nemes. Bailey in 3W is working hard on his. 

2. David in 6C has used watercolours to paint this beautiful bird 

picture. 

3. Freddie in 6C has also completed his watercolour picture. 

4. Boys in Portfolio Club have had fun with stencils and spray 

paints. This is Kaiwen in 7H with his piece. 

1 2 

3 4 
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Updates: please continue to visit  
www.st-johns.org.uk for all the latest  
information on sports fixtures and results. 
The website will have  
announcements in case of 
emergency. You can also 
follow us on twitter 
@stjsnorthwood. 

Mailings: if you have received The Lamb 
from someone else and would like to be 
sent your own copy direct each week, 
please email: Lamb Editor. Let us know 
your contact details and you will be added 
to the list. 

Photographs: Do please continue to send 
in any photographs which could be  
included in The Lamb. 

Monday 15th October: Health & Safety Sub Committee Meeting (Library) 

(4.15pm) 

Tuesday 16th October: Pre-Prep Parents’ Meeting (6.00pm-8.00pm) 

St John’s in the Community Meeting (Library) (7.00pm) 

Wednesday 17th October: School Council 

Rugby v Caldicott: U13 A, U12 A (h) (2.30pm) 

Thursday 18th October: Year 2 Forces Workshop 

Pre-Prep Parents’ Meeting (3.30pm-5.30pm) 

Year 8 Parents’ Evening (Norman Hall) (6.00pm-8.00pm) 

Friday 19th October: 

Calendar and important dates Contact  details 

Vocab Express League of Champions. From 0800 on 

Wednesday 10th October to 1500 on Tuesday 16th, the Latin 

Department will be running another ‘Vocab  

Express League of Champions’. All boys who  

currently study Latin have been given their 

login details and a sheet explaining how to 

proceed with the programme. St John’s 

School has done very well in the past, almost 

making the top ten last year, which is  

remarkable for a school our size and the international  

competition we faced! I would be most grateful if you could 

encourage your son to participate as fully and as enthusiastically 

as he can. It will do his progress in Latin wonders, as well as 

bring laurels to the school! Mrs Stewart-Paul. 

Merchant Taylors’ Photography Competition. Please see 

the flyer on page 19 noting the deadline of Monday 22nd  

October for entries to be submitted to Miss Gillen via email at 

ggillen@st-johns.org.uk 

Fireworks Night. This is one of our most popular events in 

the School calendar. See the flyer on page 20 and make sure you 

put November 6th in your diary. Tickets are now available from 

the school office. 

Votes for Schools. Last week’s question: Is it important for 

you to know about Brexit?  Yes 83.2%, No 16.8%. New  

question: Is this year’s Black History Month more important 

than ever? Please discuss at home over the weekend. 

Years 3 & 4 Parents’ Meetings bookings. The online  

booking forms for Year 3 and 4 Parent Meetings will open on 

Monday 15th October at 9.00am and will close on Monday 24th 

October at 12.00pm. There are 12 slots per afternoon on a first 

come first served basis.  

Tech Talks. The Computing department is looking for parents 

who would be interested in presenting at an evening of ‘Tech 

Talks’ in the Spring term. If you have experience of working in 

the technology sector and would be able to share your 

knowledge with the children, and inspire them to pursue a  

career in technology, then we would love to hear from you. 

Please contact Mrs Walker at swalker@st-johns.org.uk to find 

out more information.  

Next issue of The Lamb will be on Wednesday 24th October. 

There will be no publication on 19th October. 

House Point Totals. 1st Oates 25.40, 2nd Churchill 25.16, 3rd 

Lincoln 24.38, 4th Lawrence 24.14 

Enjoy a relaxing weekend. 

Notices and Reminders 

http://www.st-johns.org.uk
mailto:lambeditor@st-johns.org.uk
mailto:ggillen@st-johns.org.uk
https://stjohnsnorthwood.parentseveningsystem.co.uk/
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